The H2O2-Resistant Fe-S Redox Switch MitoNEET Acts as a pH Sensor To Repair Stress-Damaged Fe-S Protein.
Human mitoNEET (mNT) is the first identified Fe-S protein of the mammalian outer mitochondrial membrane. Recently, we demonstrated the involvement of mNT in a specific cytosolic pathway dedicated to the reactivation of oxidatively damaged cytosolic aconitase by cluster transfer. In vitro studies using apo-ferredoxin (FDX) reveal that mNT uses an Fe-based redox switch mechanism to regulate the transfer of its cluster. Using the "gold standard" cluster recipient protein, FDX, we show that this transfer is direct and that only one of the two mNT clusters is transferred when the second one is decomposed. Combining complementary biophysical and biochemical approaches, we show that pH affects both the sensitivity of the cluster to O2 and dimer stability. Around physiological cytosolic pH, the ability of mNT to transfer its cluster is tightly regulated by the pH. Finally, mNT is extremely resistant to H2O2 compared to ISCU and SufB, two other Fe-S cluster transfer proteins, which is consistent with its involvement in a repair pathway of stress-damaged Fe-S proteins. Taken together, our results suggest that the ability of mNT to transfer its cluster to recipient proteins is not only controlled by the redox state of its cluster but also tightly modulated by the pH of the cytosol. We propose that when pathophysiological conditions such as cancer and neurodegenerative diseases dysregulate cellular pH homeostasis, this pH-dependent regulation of mNT is lost, as is the regulation of cellular pathways under the control of mNT.